If you need to replace JDC printer paper:

1. Let the printer cover. Raise the printer cover.
2. Pull the paper guide to the right. Replace the paper guide to the right. Pulse the paper guide to the right. Raise the printer cover.
3. Open the paper guide to the right. Close the paper guide to the right. Raise the printer cover.
4. Lower the paper guide to the right. Lower the paper guide to the right. Raise the printer cover.

Help Line:

If residing the system does not fix the system errors, call the Help Line.

1. Check all connections.
2. Disconnect the black power cord from the JDC.
3. Recover the JDC black power cord to the JDC.
4. Reassess other minor errors. Follow your LOG.
5. Match the JDC seal number with the JDC seal number on the JDC.
6. Pack all other minor equipment (extension cords, power strip, etc.) in the black bag and turn in.
7. Secure the equipment in the storage area.
8. Leave the JDC sealed. DO NOT remove the JDB.

If there are system errors:

1. DO NOT close polls. Since you are running a demonstration eligible.
2. Unplug all one and power cords and plug them back on top of the JDC.
3. Unplug and disconnect the black power cord from the first JDC.
4. Simply unfollow the power cables from the back of the JDC.
5. Match the JDC sealed number to the JDC box seal number and pack.
6. Pack the JDC sealed number into the JDC box.
7. Pack all JDC power cords to the JDC.
8. Secure the JDC in the storage area.
9. Leave the JDC sealed. DO NOT remove the JDB.

Troubleshooting:

1. Eject wrong in a choice.
2. Enter Wrong in a choice.
3. Error in a choice.
4. Error in a choice.

Emtying a Wrong Choice:

CAST BALLOT to empty the BALLOT SUMMARY.

If you do not vote in the last county on the ballot, you must press NEXT or
you do not vote in the last county on the ballot, you must press NEXT or
and then cast ballot.
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